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On 4 july 2008, colleen wagner’s play the monument—in which

a mother seeks revenge for the wartime rape and murder of her daughter—
opened in Butare, Rwanda. July fourth is Liberation Day in Rwanda, and
opening night was timed to mark the end of that country’s one-hundredday genocide. The play featured an African cast and crew, Tutsi and Hutu
both and, after its opening in Butare, toured in makeshift theatres across
Rwanda. Houses were full and postshow talkback sessions often lasted for
hours. In an essay about her experience mounting the African production,
Canadian director Jennifer Capraru notes how closely Rwandan audiences
identified with the play:
One could not ask for a more profound, truthful, or heartwrenching experience than in mounting The Monument in
Rwanda to a rapt, engaged and tough audience…. They owned
the show; it was their story and they knew it. They sat around
their play in a circle each night, drinking in the words, gestures,
song and drumming of the actors. Their actors. They often
insisted it had all really been written by a Rwandan. (18)
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In fact, The Monument was written by a Canadian and is likely set—as its
few details, such as the characters’ names, Mejra and Stetko, indicate—not
in Rwanda but in Bosnia. That Rwandans watching The Monument take it
to be “their story” speaks, I contend, both to the virtue and the problem of
Wagner’s play: while the play allows for effective substitution (the Rwandan
context fits convincingly into the Bosnian text), such substitution risks
effacing the differences among women killed in war. This problem places
the play, a monument itself in many ways, at the centre of a current debate
over the most responsible and productive ways of memorializing violent
crimes against women.
The Monument has been performed not only in Rwanda but also across
Canada and the United States, and in Australia, China, England, Portugal,
and Romania.1 The play is appealing in part for its balance of real events
and unreal circumstances: in it, a mother finds the man who raped and
killed her daughter in war; she forces him to confess to his crimes and
together they build a monument to all the women he killed. In 1996, The
Monument received Canada’s highest literary prize, the Governor General’s Award, and over a decade later it remains one of the most frequently
produced Canadian dramas. It has been translated into seven languages,
optioned as a film, and chosen as one of only three Canadian selections
in The Broadview Anthology of Drama (2003). In his introduction to the
play, Broadview co-editor Craig S. Walker writes that The Monument has
seen so much success because of the “universality of its themes.” “Yet,”
he continues, “wherever we find the so-called ‘universal’ in literature, it
always seems to be founded on the exploration of something more specific” (622). Walker understands Wagner’s play to evoke the conflict in the
former Yugoslavia in the 1990s. However, as discussion of the Rwandan
production reveals, the play can be understood to be located in almost any
time, or any place, and during almost any war; its spare character and set
descriptions go some way to making this so. A 2006 Toronto production
set the action in the Sudan.
This discrepancy of purpose is my topic here: if The Monument’s setting
is so malleable, and if the play carries such universal themes, what does
it ask its audience to remember? Can an effective monument actually be
universal? What happens when remembrance relies on the generalities of
atrocities rather than their specificities? Can a work of art, finally, succeed
both at telling the universal truth about war and a single truth?2 Women’s
1 For a complete international production history and a list of the play’s translators, see www.isoko-rwanda.org.
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memorials, in particular, have the dual task of remembering particular
deaths caused by violence and bringing attention to systemic violence
against women. In a recent monograph on feminist memorials in Canada,
the Cultural Memory Group asks, “How can memorial forms mark the
everyday nature of violence without losing any sense of the horror of
each individual act?” (22). This question is also taken up in the work of
Canadian memory scholars Roger I. Simon and Sharon Rosenberg; they
write about the limits of traditional “emblematic” modes of remembering,
in which “the remembrance of one … gestures to the remembrance of all”
(69). While Wagner’s play is quite general, yet throughout the play the
characters invoke the importance of identifying and naming specific victims. With its effort to be both general and specific, abstract and concrete,
the play is an exemplar for hybrid work: a site of struggle for the author,
the audience, and the critic.
I use the term “monument” after James E. Young to refer to specific,
material examples of memorialization. While a memorial can be a collection of flowers on the side of a road, or a commemorative minute of silence,
a monument, a type of memorial, is a built structure. Monuments themselves are examples of what memory scholar Marita Sturken has called
“technologies of memory,” “objects through which memories are shared,
produced, and given meaning” (Tangled 9). They are a memory practice. To
construct, compose, and perform them—and to debate and study them—is
also to engage in such a practice. I wish to discuss The Monument as a
technology of memory. I hope, in particular, to bring to the larger conversation of memory studies (the conversation in which Sturken and others
are engaged) some of the concerns of Canadian literary scholars and the
concerns, in particular, of feminist and theatre scholars. A 2002 special
issue of the feminist journal Signs on “Feminism and Cultural Memory”
responded to “uneven developments” in the conversation between gender and memory studies (4). Since that issue appeared, there has been a
growing interest, especially in Canada, in understanding and promoting
gendered memorials (Rosenberg, Simon, the Cultural Memory Group).
Discussions of performance are integral to this developing conversation,
as a recent collection on the subject (Maufort and de Wagter, eds.) demonstrates and as my essay suggests as well. While previous critical work
has focused on performance and cultural memory (importantly, Roach,
lar kind of distinction between a truth and the truth in a recent review of Ben
Yagoda’s Memoir: A History, in which Mendelsohn discusses, inter alia, the
obligation of memoir to the facts of a life.
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Taylor, Phelan), my essay is specifically concerned with monuments to
historical trauma and attendant questions of how theatre does memorial
work. Wagner’s play, a Canadian success story, staged all over the world,
and working precisely with tensions implicit in the specificity of memory,
provides an opportunity to consider questions about remembering women
victims in war—questions important to theatre, memory, and feminist
scholars, all, and important as well for conversations between and among
these groups.
A reading of The Monument offers the opportunity to ask questions key
to these conversations. In particular, I wish to consider two of them: (1)
How can a monument mark the massive effects of violence while attending to the particular losses incurred in specific cases of that violence?
(2) If, as Robert Musil has warned that, “Nothing is more invisible than
a monument” (320) (referring to the way in which stone monuments so
often recede into landscapes), how can contemporary monumental forms
resist invisibility? In his work on Holocaust monuments, James Young
suggests a term for memorials that attempt overtly to resist invisibility;
he calls them “countermonuments,” and they are part of my topic here.
Countermonuments are bold attempts to memorialize against the grain;
they call attention to the subject(s) they remember by subverting traditional memorial styles. In a brief 2003 essay on monuments in Canadian
theatre, Joanne Tompkins calls the monument that Wagner’s characters
build over the course of the play, a structure made of dead womens’ bodies, a “countermonument.” I am interested both in the construction in
the play and the construction that is the play. I agree with Tompkins that
the characters in the play erect a provocative countermonument, but I
suggest that the potential for the play itself to be a countermonument is
compromised by the generality that Wagner maintains throughout.
If the war in The Monument is never entirely specified—it might be
Bosnian; it might be Sudanese, and so on—it follows that neither are its
victims, and they cannot be properly memorialized. To the extent that it is
true that universality can go too far in effacing particularity, the question
remains of how theatre best does memorial work. As a political statement
about unspoken victims of war, The Monument is quite effective. However,
the play is not only about a monument but is a monument as well, and, as
such, it raises questions. Wagner has not herself made claims for the play’s
memorial function; in fact, she has told interviewers that the play “speaks
to the universal theme of war” (quoted in “Film Prof ”). Nonetheless, the
play engages with monuments overtly. It involves two of them. The first
is the monument of the title: after the characters have dug up the bodies
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of the twenty-three women killed by Stetko, the stage directions call for a
“monument of the dead bodies” in which “[t]he corpses have been seated,
stacked in a circle, looking out” (80). The second monument is the play
itself: through watching, audience members are given the opportunity to
participate in an act of remembering.3 By titling the play The Monument,
Wagner suggests that monument-making is not only the subject but also
the purpose of her play. In the moment of performance, an audience member may be prompted to consider violence against women or to remember
the specific case of violence that a particular staging of the play is portraying. But the play, for those very reasons, must fail as a monument to the
women raped and killed in the Bosnian war, even though, in certain ways,
it purports to serve as exactly that sort of monument.
It is unclear, then, just who and what audience members are invited to
remember when they view a performance of The Monument. Monuments
are artifacts working as prompts of memory; memorializing is, typically, a
means of remembering. Monuments, as material forms of memorializing,
invoke beliefs (cultural, political, personal), and they frame past events in
terms of those beliefs. If a performance in Rwanda will draw important
attention to the lives lost in that country’s genocide, what becomes of the
memory of the Bosnian lives that also haunt Wagner’s play? This question draws attention to the problem of the substitutability among women
victims of violence. I do not mean to suggest, by posing this question at
all, that theatre, for its complexities of representation, is an inappropriate medium for memorializing. Indeed, quite the opposite is true. If the
purpose of a monument is to inspire public memory of past events, then
theatre, set and performed in the public realm, is, in many ways, especially
well-suited to the task.
Indeed, the theatrical space is an important one for memory work.
Both the text of a play and its performance meet the criteria of Sturken’s
“technologies of memory”: they are not passive repositories of memory
but media that both embody and generate remembering. A play, like
other memorials, not only records historical events but also shapes the
historical record. A play is an example of Diana Taylor’s “repertoire”—the
ephemeral form that, in the place of documentary evidence, “holds the
tale of the survivor” (193). As Paul Connerton writes, cultural memory is
an act of transfer: its images and recollections are conveyed and sustained
3 There is also a third “monument”: the play’s final stage direction is a call for a

“slow fade on the monument of Mejra and Stetko in a moment of possibilities”
(88). Significantly, the audience is presented with a monument of its two characters, emphasizing the play’s investment in memorialization as a whole.
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in performance (4). The Monument invites a rethinking of both the potential and the limitations of theatre as monument. I have been arguing that
as a monument itself the play is in tension in two directions. In its high
particularity, it pulls against the memory of other atrocities committed
against women—in particular, the atrocities of the Bosnian War, which
seem to have motivated the play in the first place. At the same time, it pulls
against the possibility of making a general, universal claim about violence
against women in wartime. In pointing to these tensions, I am not objecting to Wagner’s play. I am using it as a case study, an opportunity to draw
attention to, and explore, complexities and paradoxes that attend efforts
to negotiate the limits of both specific and general memorial practice. The
Monument can be valued for the very contradictions it embodies.

Monumental Debates

One way to think about the monumental function of Wagner’s play is to
question the very purpose of monuments: What does it mean to say that
something has a monumental function? How has monumentality changed
over time and what does it signify now? In this section, I follow some
debates about the function of monuments, particularly the debate over
the valuing of general and specific memorializing practices; this is a way
into thinking about the monumental function of both the built structure
in Wagner’s play and the play itself. Here, then, I examine the play through
theories of monumentality; in the following section, I will examine theories of monumentality through a closer look at the play.
We learn about the work of monuments in part by referring to the
idea of the countermonument—a recent development in both memorialization practices and commentary on them. Although I hesitate to call
the play itself a countermonument, the designation can be a useful one
for thinking about the structure the characters build in the play—and for
the potential of memorial theatre in general. James Young has noted that,
paradoxically, destruction is often commemorated through construction
and he has focused on countermonuments that attempt to subvert this
pattern. When traditional monuments are built, Young suggests, they risk
invisibility; they may become a public space for picnickers or the distant
backdrop in photographs. “Memorialization of the past,” he writes, “seems
to be inversely proportional to its contemplation and study,” as if, he says,
“assigning monumental form to memory divests us to some degree of the
obligation to remember” (855). Young sees the countermonument as a
way possibly to resist this tendency. He credits German conceptual artists Jochen and Esther Gerz with the first countermonument, “Monument
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against Fascism,” built in 1986. The Gerzes’ structure was designed to be
a monument against itself, to go against the traditionally didactic function of the genre. It was a lead-covered column that slowly sank into the
ground until it disappeared. It was a vanishing memorial that forced the
job of remembering back on its viewers. The Gerz monument became a
prototype for the countermonuments Young talks about. The purpose of
the countermonument, Young says, “[is] not to remain fixed but to change,
not to be everlasting but to disappear, not to be ignored by passersby but to
demand interaction … and not to accept graciously the burden of memory
but to drop it at the town’s feet” (859). Young’s definition suggests the
memorials called for in 1995 by feminist artist Caffyn Kelley when she said
she wished to see memorials for women that are “capable of spontaneous
combustion” (8) and that “provide an occasion for community” (9). The
provocative structure that the characters make in The Monument, might
also fit Young’s definition as the dead womens’ bodies—impossible to
ignore—would disappear as they decomposed.
A play as a genre of memorialization perfectly fits Young’s definition
and meets Kelley’s requirements as well: it does not remain fixed but
changes, it appears, disappears, and reappears elsewhere, and it always
demands a kind of interaction.4 By existing as both text and performance, it
is both a permanent reminder and an ephemeral event. Wagner’s play has
a special obligation to its monumental form—because of its title, because
of its characters’ efforts actually to build a war monument, and because of
its attention to remembering throughout. Moreover, it has the potential to
make much out of the form—to be a countermonument that goes against
the grain and demands a kind of interaction. As several scholars of both
memory and performance studies have already noted, memory is always
performed. Richard Schechner’s oft-quoted description of performance
as “restored behaviour” points to theatre’s place at the intersection of the
past and present where a performance is a remembered, re-enacted past
(36–37). When better, then, to “drop [memory] at the town’s feet” than
when the town gathers to watch a play—or when that play is read, studied,
or taught?
Still, it is difficult to say what any monument is for, to talk plainly about
its function. The twentieth century witnessed a major shift in the understanding of what monuments do. Until the late nineteenth century, the
Western war monument celebrated the heroic soldier; these older monu4 As performance scholar Peggy Phelan writes, theatre is an art that disappears:
“It may well be,” she writes, “theatre and performance respond to a psychic need
to rehearse for loss, and especially for death” (3).
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ments taught the moral lessons of war. Their message, like the message of
the structure itself, was permanence, a gesture to the nation’s future triumphs. The connection between memorialization and patriotism became
more personalized during the American Civil War. In 1863, after the battle
of Gettysburg, citizen soldiers were identified for the first time and buried in marked graves; their names were included in major monumental
structures. The Civil War, which ushered in growing American nationalism, marked the beginning of the understanding of the individual soldier
as an emblem of the nation.5 The men who fought in that war were, for
the most part, civilians (not hired mercenaries) and increasingly, with the
introduction of the draft, they needed to be persuaded of the honour in
fighting for a set of beliefs. Whether a record of national history or a record
of individual lives, monuments have always had a rhetorical function.
With the American Civil War, monuments came to focus on the nation
in terms of the individual, and this focus has been retained in commemoration practices since, particularly after World War I. The Canadian National
Vimy Memorial, the memorial at Thiepval, and the Menin Gate at Ypres are
only a few of the best-known memorials that feature lists of the names of
the missing or dead. In 1919, Edward Lutyen’s Cenotaph, built at Whitehall
in London, signaled a shift not in the purpose of monuments but, rather,
in their use. The Cenotaph was initially intended to be a temporary centrepiece for an army victory parade in July 1919. It quickly became a site
of pilgrimage for British citizens grieving their lost loved ones. In 1920,
the Cenotaph was made permanent; it continues to be a public site of
mourning.
The Cenotaph is considered a therapeutic monument because it became
a pilgrimage destination for mourners. According to most commentators,
however, the first purposefully therapeutic monument is the Vietnam Veteran’s Memorial in Washington d.c., built in 1982.6 The Veteran’s memorial, designed by then-architecture-student Maya Lin, acknowledges the
collective injury and losses sustained in the United States through the
political upheaval that was the Vietnam War. Lin’s memorial is a quiet,
subterranean path along Washington’s National Mall. The names of the
war dead are engraved on the path’s black wall. The wall offers visitors a
space to grieve together and it has become, as art historian Kirk Savage
notes, a “powerful model for how monuments help traumatized groups
5 See Hass on the shifts in American memorial practice that led to the Vietnam
Veterans Memorial.
6 This point is made by Savage and also by Winter, who writes about the Cenotaph
and Lin’s memorial as sites of pilgrimage.
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heal” (109). The Oklahoma City National Memorial, opened in 2000, and
the Reflecting Absence memorial that will soon commemorate the 9/11
terrorist attacks in Manhattan follow Lin’s model by providing space for
reflection, grieving, and healing.
Above all, whether their function is celebratory or therapeutic, monuments are built to aid memory, so that the dead will not be forgotten and
it will not be forgotten how they died.7 Monuments reflect, as scholars
such as Young, Savage, Sturken, and Jay Winter have observed, the political concerns of a particular moment. The functions of monuments have
changed, from primarily celebratory to therapeutic and then, with countermonuments, to reflecting a more postmodern sensibility, and the public
(from whom the monuments arise and whom they serve) has changed
accordingly. Savage suggests that the turn toward the therapeutic monument coincided, not accidently, with the addition of “post-traumatic stress
disorder” to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders
(106).8 James Young notes that Holocaust countermonuments emerging in
the 1990s reflect the “national ambivalence and uncertainty of late twentieth century postmodernism” (855). That is, memorialization practices,
including the building of monuments, produce and are produced by the
politics and the publics of their particular time and place.
Current studies of memorialization engage the question of whether
or not a monument is more effective when it focuses on the individual
lives lost in war, as the Vietnam Veterans Memorial does with a list of the
names of the dead, or when it remembers a collective loss, as the London
Cenotaph does with an empty tomb representing no one in particular and
so, possibly, everyone. In feminist studies, this debate is formed around
the question of whether or not memorials should remember the individual life of a woman killed violently or the systemic nature of gendered
violence itself. In their contribution to the Signs special issue on feminism
and cultural memory, Knowles, Bold, and Leach discuss the memorializa7 Simon, Rosenberg, and Eppert problematize the inherent pedagogical assump-

tions in memorial construction as I have described it. They usefully distinguish
between remembrance as “strategic practice” and remembrance as “difficult
return.” The former refers to an institutionalized practice where moral lessons
are learned from past atrocities. The latter marks a way we might learn to live
with memory—not through redemption or consolation but with an ever-present
reminder of what has been lost.
8 In 1980, ptsd was added to the dsm (4th edition), and the psychological wounds
inflicted by war were given some recognition (along with some coverage by
health insurance plans), on analogy with bodily wounds. See Elaine Showalter
and Allan Young, among others, on the category itself, and ptsd’s history in
such diagnoses as “shell shock.”
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tion of women victims of violence in Canada. The problem, they suggest,
with thinking of certain violent events in isolation from other ones is
that it excuses the perpetrator’s actions as the “pathological behaviour
of a deranged individual” and does not acknowledge the systemic sexism that may have produced that individual (127). Yet, how, they ask, can
memorials create strategic alliances without effacing difference? These
authors take issue with monuments that claim uniqueness for the bodies
they remember, and yet, they (along with other scholars and designers
who have turned toward naming as a mode of memorializing) support
the individuation of particular victims. They write, “Giving the names of
victims and telling their specific stories ground memory in the lived and
verifiable, demonstrating the systemic through publicly acknowledged
guilt and legal responsibility” (132). Their claim is supported by Simon
and Rosenberg who call the “emblematic” memorial—one that focuses,
in their terms, on the “resemblance” among women who are killed every
year—“a limited and limiting remembrance practice that requires critical
attention” (69). For Simon and Rosenberg, the danger of the emblematic
memorial is the suggestion of the substitutability of all women. It is this
very idea, they note, that perpetuates gendered crimes.
The debate over the general and the specific is not limited to women’s
memorials; it has taken place in New York City, for example, as the memorial is built to remember the losses incurred in the terrorist attacks of 11
September 2001. Discussions about a 9/11 memorial began just hours after
the attacks occurred, and while its construction is now well underway
discussion continues. Some people have argued that anything built at the
site of the attacks in Manhattan should be dedicated to the nearly three
thousand individuals who lost their lives that day. Others have said that
the memorial should have a general quality, that it should be a memorial
to losses incurred not only by the particular victims and their families
but also by the nation, including the loss of a sense of safety and security.
Daniel J. Sherman articulates this ambiguity concerning the nature of
monuments as a question about “who, fundamentally, commemoration is
for” (129). He quotes a New York Times editorial in support of a memorial
that does not focus on individual lives lost: “We hope that the winning
design will embrace a way of remembering the dead that does not become
trapped in specificity” (129). Sherman also refers to excerpts from the
mission statement of the World Trade Center memorial competition, and
that mission statement itself encourages commemoration in this case to be
both specific and general. He describes the debate between those who fear
the “trap” of specificity, and those—the victims’ families, especially—who
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prefer a memorial that commemorates individual lives. The case for specificity is made convincingly by Marita Sturken. Commemorative actions,
she says, must “resist the transformation of the individual identity of the
victims into a collective subjectivity, and thus resist the mass subjectivity
of disaster in general” (“Memorializing” 4). That is, whether a monument
has as its purpose celebration, therapy, or protest, it should, according to
Sturken, derive its identity from individual experience and the specific
context of its subject.
Ever since the early twentieth century, as I’ve noted, it has been
common for memorials to name the victims they commemorate. Yet, as
Simon and Rosenberg point out, even the practice of naming itself risks
transforming individuals into Sturken’s “collective subjectivity.” Simon and
Rosenberg suggest that while commemorative naming may be in theory
“an attempt to individuate the dead,” in practice, because names are listed or
read off serially, such naming “tend[s] to massify” individuals into a static
body (85). Importantly for this discussion, Simon and Rosenberg suggest
that it is performance that may reconcile this contradiction. There is a
“performative power” in names, they write, and performing names of the
dead—calling them out with uneven spaces between them or at different
sound levels—may help resist their massification (85).9 With its emphasis on naming, Wagner’s play begins to do this work—but her example
is problematic. In the next section, I examine the play more closely and
locate it within the ongoing conversation I have described about monuments and memorialization.

Reading The Monument

Debates, on the specific and the general, celebration and therapy, victims
and heroes, and the very nature of memorialization, all focus discussion of
Wagner’s play, itself both a fixed installation (as a text) and an installation
in motion (as a touring performance). Within her play, Wagner suggests
that to remember a lost life properly, one must recall it in as much detail
as possible; we are invited, however, to read the play proper as a monument more generally. There is a contradiction here: what the play says is
at odds with what the play is.
9 The philosopher Edith Wyschgrod makes a strong case for naming after mass

death. Wyschgrod extends Heidegger’s discussion of naming and poetry to
personal names. The act of naming, she argues, is a way to assert kinship after
death and destruction. To speak a name is to recognize both the individual
who is called by that name and the social relation that the act of calling a name
maintains. “[T]he name,” she writes, “opens up the possibility of the self ’s answering for itself ” (209).
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Let us consider The Monument somewhat more closely. When it opens,
a young man, Stetko, is awaiting execution. He speaks of the many women
he raped and murdered while fighting an unnamed war. As the second
character, Mejra, enters, Stetko’s lines are, “I don’t care who wins the war.
It was just a job. I guess rape is just part of it” (18). Mejra has come to
make a deal with Stetko: die now or follow her and do whatever she says
for the rest of his life. Stetko chooses to live and is subjected to Mejra’s
demands over the course of the rest of the play. As the play reveals, Mejra
is the mother of one of Stetko’s victims, and she is determined to make
him confess to, and suffer for, what he has done. Mejra forces Stetko to
take her to the place where he raped and killed twenty-three women; she
forces him to dig up the dead bodies and describe the women’s lives to
her. Together, Mejra and Stetko make a monument out of the bodies. After
they have dug up the body of her daughter, Mejra says,
You are going to dig up the rest [of the bodies] and then you
have one more task. You are going to tell the story of the missing ones. The women and children you killed. You are going to
name them. We are going to build a monument to the truth
about war. (78)
Mejra’s revenge seems, at first, appropriate—Stetko’s crimes are almost
unimaginable and building a monument is an important task—and yet
her plan of action is somewhat at odds with the plan of the play as a
whole. Even though Stetko and Mejra, in their own building process, do
identify particular victims, neither they nor we ever really come to know
who, in fact, these victims of violence were or whom, in our own world,
they represent.
The play emphasizes the importance of naming, and not only the naming of victims but also naming itself as symbolic. Notably, the evolving
relationship of the play’s two characters can be traced through the way they
name each other. When Mejra first meets Stetko, she calls him “Stinko,”
and the nickname clearly bothers him. Later, at the end of scene three,
Stetko yells out, “Don’t call me Stinko! It’s Stetko. Stet-ko Tef-te-dar-i-ja”
(43). Three scenes later, after the characters have spent more time together,
Mejra offers her prisoner a beer. “Drink up, Stetko,” she says. “Thank you
for not calling me Stinko,” he replies (58). The fact that the characters’ own
names are among the few connections the play has to Bosnian culture is
another signal of the importance of names in the play.
Just as Mejra and Stetko’s developing relationship is subtly conveyed
through this shift in names, the play also makes the case more overtly for
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the power of names. In order to build the monument at the end of the play,
Stetko must name his victims and tell each of their stories:
Mejra: Do you know her name?
Stetko: I didn’t ask.
Mejra: Missing. That’s her epitaph. Missing. (64)
A few lines later, Mejra asks, “What about the girl you liked best? The
virgin. What was her name?” (64). In another scene, she continues this
line of interrogation:
Mejra: Name all the girls you killed, Stetko.
Stetko: I didn’t always ask their name.
Mejra: Describe them.
Stetko: I don’t know who she was.
Mejra: What did she look like?
Stetko: […] She was older. Maybe 40. After I shot her I hid
her body under a log.
Mejra: Remember her. (81)
It would seem that, for Wagner, the act of naming is essential to the act
of remembering. Stetko is asked to memorialize these women, to honour
them, by being as specific as he can be about them. If he cannot remember
their names, he must remember what they looked like. In the play’s last
scene, Stetko finally describes each of the women he killed; he does so as
specifically as possible, giving details about one girl’s “sun-burned face”
and another’s eyes: “one brown eye and one green one” (82).10 Mejra and
Stetko do build a monument to Stetko’s victims—they, literally, re member them—yet it is the process of identifying the women, matching their
names and stories with their mutilated bodies, that solidifies the memory
of their lives and deaths. Different productions of the play have built the
monument itself differently. In a 2002 Chicago production, it was made
out of pantyhose sewn together, tied to surrounding trees. In a Vancouver
production in 2004, the monument was made out of shrouded “bodies”
soiled with real dirt. In the Rwandan production, Capraru assembled props
such as blankets, a school uniform, and a nightgown; she dirtied, tore,
10 While most productions of The Monument have used sparse sets, any details
at all become evocative markers of specificity. In various productions, Stetko
appears, respectively, seated in an electric chair, chained to a pole, led by a rope,
and strapped to a gurney. These images of violence and constraint all vividly
evoke the violence the play as a whole addresses.
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It would seem
that, for Wagner,
the act of
naming is
essential to the
act of
remembering.

and burned them herself to create a wounded pile that would provoke
members of her audience but not “re-traumatize” them (as an image of
a dead body might) (20). We may recognize that the identification and
individuation that Mejra calls for is the motive also for the engraved walls
at the Vietnam Veterans Memorial and at Ground Zero. The overwhelming
impulse of contemporary memorial practice is toward a specific inventory
of individual lives lost.
Stetko and Mejra struggle to be as specific as possible in building their
monument, but the monument that Wagner herself builds—the play as a
whole—is, arguably, a universal one. The play is not set in a particular time
or place. The stage directions are sparse, calling for, “an electric chair” (11),
“a forest” (63). There are only subtle indicators that the play might be set in
Bosnia and based on the violence there. Stetko refers to the way in which
impregnating captured women is “a very good way to wipe out a race” (17),
and later Mejra warns him that there may be landmines all around them
as they work (32). We know that the Serbian army strategically raped and
impregnated Muslim women in the former Yugoslavia, and we know that
millions of landmines remain all over what is now Bosnia-Herzegovina.11
The names Stetko and Mejra and other names in the play (the female
victims are Ana, Ini, Mini, Eva) might be Bosnian names. However, while
these references do obliquely refer to the nature of the violence in the
Bosnian War, the characters never name or speak of that place or time in
a specific way. A close read reveals certain details that identify Eastern
European culture—for instance, Stetko talks about potatoes with gravy,
cabbage, and stewed beef (48)—but such markers come and go quickly
and do not occupy a central part of the play.
I noted earlier that the Broadview anthology in which the text appears
praises the play for the “universality of its themes.” Other commentators have made similar claims. Jennifer Mendenhall, who played Mejra in
the Theatre Alliance production of The Monument said to a Washington
reviewer, “I feel like [the play is] all about essences. It could be Bosnia, it
could be Rwanda, it could be Auschwitz, it could be anywhere that horrible
things are done, and then it’s like, here are the common denominators”
(quoted in Horwitz). One review speaks to Mejra representing “all mothers whose children were casualties of war” (Blanchard), while another
says the play gives “identity and dignity to nameless victims of conflicts
everywhere” (Mauro). The Washington Post review quotes Wagner herself:
11 See Stiglmayer’s documentation of the systemic, mass rape of Muslim women

in Bosnia. Between 1996 and 2006, landmines killed fifteen hundred people in
Bosnia (see “One Million Landmines”).
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“When I came back [from traveling in Southeast Asia] in 1993, there were
43 bloody civil wars going on in the world […] and the former Yugoslavia
was one of them, but so was Rwanda, Somalia, endless wars in Africa, and,
of course, East Timor” (quoted in Horwitz). Perhaps the play does not
name one war because Wagner had several wars in mind. Instead of being
a monument to the victims in Bosnia, Wagner’s play remembers “essences”
and “nameless victims of conflicts everywhere.” In staging this universalizing move, however, the play risks erasing the difference among women
victims of violence, and this practice of substitution, to reprise Simon and
Rosenberg’s argument, may perpetuate that very kind of violence. Might
it have been possible for The Monument to access the essential similarity among these wars while maintaining the conditions or experience of
specific victims? The work Wagner’s characters do in uniting the dead
bodies with their names and personal markers models the work that the
play as a whole might also have done.12

A Monument for Rape Victims

If Wagner has several victims and monuments in mind, who does The
Monument memorialize? The play is clearly a political statement about war
in general, but questions remain about what sort of monument it might
be. Certainly, a monument needn’t follow a prescription of particularity. Some critics have suggested, for example, that the London Cenotaph
became so central to the healing process of the British after World War I
because, as a tomb of no one, it was a tomb of everyone who had died in
the war. Yet Wagner’s apparent ambivalence, in both naming and refusing
to name, leaves the play missing a mark it has set for itself. If what the
play does is identify, perhaps for the first time on stage, a special crime
in war, the crime against women, then it ought to meet its own standard:
to name, again to resist generalizing individual atrocities. Sexual crimes
were a particular and major strategy of Serbian forces in Bosnia in the
1990s’ conflicts, and an estimated twenty to fifty thousand women were
raped.13 By collapsing historical traumas as diverse as Bosnia, Rwanda,
12 George Elliott Clarke’s play, Beatrice Chancy, set in Nova Scotia in the early

nineteenth century, also commemorates women lost to violence in specific
ways that are relevant here. Beatrice, daughter of a white planter and one of
his slaves, kills her father after he rapes her. As Maureen Moyngah writes, in
telling both Beatrice’s slave narrative and her inner life, Clarke brings her story
into the centre of national memory.
13 These numbers are from United Nations Office for Sexual and Gender Based
Violence in conflict at http://ochaonline.un.org. See Kesic’s “Muslim Women”
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and the Holocaust, the play may effectively re-inscribe Sturken’s “mass
subjectivity.”
Feminist trauma theorist Judith Herman has argued that trauma of the
same intensity is suffered in private by rape victims as is suffered in public
by soldiers of war. Yet, Herman notes, “[T]here are no monuments for rape
victims” (73). A play like The Monument, then, might speak to Herman’s
concerns. As a monument, potentially a dynamic countermonument, it
might remember in public crimes that are typically both committed and
remembered in private.14 The Monument increases awareness of these
crimes; yet creating this awareness is not the same as invoking memory.
Simon and Rosenberg distinguish between an “awareness event” (that calls
attention to a type of crime) and a “remembrance event” (that remembers
specific crime victims) (83). They explain that when invited to design commemorations for the women killed in the 1989 Montreal Massacre, most
artists proposed designs for “awareness events.” The proposals aimed to
shed light on systemic sexism and violence against women. The proposers
did not conceive of “remembrance events” that engaged with the traumatic
intensity of the atrocity that was the massacre in Montreal of fourteen
women at L’Ecole Polytechnique. Simon and Rosenberg sympathize with
the inclination toward awareness; however, they also make clear the need
to deploy public monuments to memorialize particular traumas. In an
earlier essay, Rosenberg critiques the feminist rally cry heard after the
Montreal Massacre, “first mourn, then work for change” (80). As she
makes clear, that imperative separates grieving from activism, when a
successful monument might address both.15

for a discussion of how the numbers of rape victims have been both underestimated and exaggerated.
14 The circumstances of mass rape invite a reconsideration of the distinctions
between public and private violence. In Bosnia, rape was committed in refugee
camps and army brothels. And while some women spoke out about their experiences after the war, many continued to suffer in private, living in surroundings
that Vesna Kesic describes as “unsupportive and threatening.” Women suffer
twice, Kesic writes, “first, the torture of rape, and second, the attitudes of a
patriarchal community” (“Muslim Women” 316).
15 Marie Clements’s The Unnatural and Accidental Women (2005) might serve as
an example of an “awareness event.” The play tells the story of several young,
mostly Aboriginal, women on Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside who were likely
poisoned by alcohol and killed by one man between 1965 and 1987. Clements
responds to the fact that the media covered the sensation of the murders but
not the details of the women’s lost lives. The play is surreal in many ways, but
it nonetheless provides the details of these women that the media did not.
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Theatre, as I’ve said, is perhaps not most appropriately a monument at
all but, rather, a countermonument, something that invites an audience
in; with each performance, it makes the memory anew. Memory artist
Christian Boltanski has suggested that a monument is best made out of
something “fragile, that would not last, like paper”; such a monument
would have to be “constantly tended, looked after and rebuilt” (quoted in
Caines 5). With this, Bolstanski offers a vivid image of a countermonument—something that is not a passive reminder (like the obelisks we so
often pass in parks and squares) but an active one, begun over and over
for its new readers and audiences. Like paper, a play in performance does
not last. It is rebuilt—we call it remounting—and for this reason it is
constantly attended to. The women who have been injured, killed, and
forgotten in war, the Bosnian war or any other, must be tended to in this
way, with something more than a cement structure that passersby can
merely pass by.
I have suggested that setting the action of The Monument in the context of the Bosnian war would not have prevented it from resonating
with atrocities in other times and places. Indeed, there may be important
advantages to situating the characters more clearly in 1990s Bosnia, with
historically appropriate sets and costumes and (more than oblique) references. The Monument, as a text, has been awarded the Governor General’s
prize, anthologized, and read widely in university classrooms. With more
historical specificity it could, in these contexts, stand, in and of itself, as a
monument to the tens of thousands of women raped and killed in Bosnia.
In that case, there would still be a way (as hundreds of years of production of Shakespearean drama demonstrate) for companies to extract local
significance from a geographically or historically situated text. In fact,
juxtaposing a monument for Rwandan victims (for example) with a monument for Bosnian victims might promote solidarity among victims of war
instead of suggesting, however indirectly, their substitutability. I began
this essay by quoting Jennifer Capraru’s comment that the audience in
Rwanda “owned the show.” “It was their story,” Capraru writes, “and they
knew it” (21). One might prefer the play to instead offer an audience the
opportunity to say that the story was like theirs (that they felt solidarity
with its characters) and not that it was theirs (that they substituted themselves for the characters).
Arguments about the dangers of substitution in regard to women victims of sexual violence come not only from memory scholars but also from
feminists working across disciplines. Some critics have been skeptical, for
instance, about the ways in which certain Western activists understand
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the problem of violence against women as “universal.” Jill Benderly has
argued that the violent abuse of women in Bosnia was fuelled in part by
the Serbian army’s specific hatred of Muslim and Croatian women and that
the abuse should be considered on those terms, not as a generic example
of violence against women. In particular, Benderly (along with Kesic, Tripp,
and others) has taken issue with the nature of American law professor
Catherine MacKinnon’s advocacy on behalf of Muslim women, arguing
that MacKinnon’s understanding of the cause-effect relation between pornography and Bosnian rape crimes superimposes an American debate onto
an Eastern European atrocity. Croatian feminist Vesna Kesic has written
that MacKinnon’s argument does not illuminate but instead trivializes
the experiences of Bosnian women. (Without saying that The Monument
trivializes the experiences of particular victims of wartime sexual abuse,
one might note that Wagner herself invokes pornography more generally.
In one line, Stetko tells Mejra, “They show us porno films and tell us doing
it to women is good for morale” [17].)
Kesic also criticizes MacKinnon (among others) for asserting so plainly
that—this is Kesic paraphrasing McKinnon—“Rape [of Muslim women in
Bosnia] is seen as part of a deliberate, carefully planned tactical military
operation within the strategy of ethnic cleansing” (“From Reverance to
Rape” 24). To understand rape in terms of war policy, Kesic argues, is again
to obscure the particular circumstances of the Serbian violence against
women in Bosnia. McKinnon’s rhetoric of “ethnic cleansing,” Kesic says,
too easily conflates women’s bodies with the nation, subsuming individual
identity under ethnicity. Kesic’s argument is fundamentally against generality. She writes of the dangers inherent in the way in which, “Women’s
bodies, individually tortured and in pain, are transformed into national
symbols and presented as symbolic battlefields that embody national
values” (“Muslim Women” 314). Mass rape of women in war has not been
limited, of course, to Bosnia: there are certainly connections among the
ways in which women in Bosnia and Rwanda, for example, were targeted.
However, as Kesic writes, along with Simon and Rosenberg, the argument
that all sex crimes in war are motivated in the same way groups rape victims across individual difference, promoting a problematic substitution
of identities.
I have drawn attention to debates over the violence in the former
Yugoslavia because it is through these debates that we might best read
The Monument. I have argued that, in its generality, Wagner’s play makes
a problematic monument to the victims of rape in Bosnia. However, the
oblique references to Bosnia included in the play—and the way the cir88 | Luger

cumstances of that conflict haunt its dialogue—afford an opportunity for
readers and audience members to think through the events in Bosnia and
the similarities and differences between crimes against women there and
elsewhere. It is important to note that Wagner has not written a generic
narrative about violence against women: by gesturing toward events in
Bosnia, the play engages generality and specificity both.16 Near the end of
The Monument, Mejra tells Stetko that in digging up the women’s bodies,
they are, “going to build a monument to the truth about war” (78). Critics
like Benderly and Kesic have suggested that we should be skeptical about
assuming that “the truth about war” can be stated, when each instance
of violence is driven by its specific circumstances. To promote solidarity
among victims of sexual violence instead of substitutability, a monument
might more appropriately offer one individual truth instead of attempting
to give the definitive truth.
I have queried her ambivalence over how best to build a paper monument, yet, in gesturing toward the work of countermonuments, Wagner
has initiated a process yielding buildings and rebuildings of monuments
by their publics. The Monument remembers death through life, through
speaking actors whose characters come alive as the play does in different
languages, in different cities, and on different continents. Examining this
work is crucial for theatre scholars, practitioners, and audience members—and for conversations among scholars of memory, feminism, and
trauma. While critical work on memory and gendered memorials has
become more available over the past twenty years, there is still more to
say. The Monument invites us to consider the debate between specificity
and generality and to query how best to remember lives and deaths that,
as the play reminds us, must not be forgotten.
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16 Michael Redhill’s Goodness (2005) is also about an unspecified genocide, but

it can be contrasted with The Monument because it does not call on memory.
Marlene Goldman describes the play as having “a ‘psychological purpose’ rather
than a political one”; she quotes Redhill who calls Goodness a work of imagination not an historical account of a verifiable event (817).
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